
NUWC Golf Employees League Bulletin 2nd Half 

Week #12   
20 July, 2017 

2nd HALF STANDINGS 
 

 

Place Team 
1stHalf 

Pts 
 

10 
 

11 
 

12 
 

13 
 

14 
 

15 
 

16 
 

17 
 

18 

1 7 87.5 39 R 48.5       

2 4 83.5 48.5 A 35       

3 6 79.5 45 I 34.5       

4 2 73 36 N 37       

5 3 71 39 O 32       

6 9 70.5 33 U 37.5       

7 5 69 33 T 36       

8 1 67 27  40       

9 8 47 23.5  23.5       
Green Indicates Bye Week. The Bye Week team receives 36 points 

 

Birdie (or Better)Report (7/20): 
 
 

Birdie Report 

Name Hole Number 

Codyer 7 

Huggins 7 

Petit 7 

Young 7 

Powden 7 

Cerbarano 3 

 
Appears hole number 7 was playing easy this week with five birdies scored. Of course 

Gino had to be different and birdie a different hole. I’m tellin’ yah man! 

 

WEEKLY LOW SCORES: 
 

LOW GROSS score for WEEK 12: Codyer (41) 

 

LOW NET scores for WEEK 12: 
 

Group Name Team Gross Score Net Score 



A Barbara Keller 6 45 34 

B Tom Powden 1 45 33 

C Marc Coffland 
Adam Macksoud 

4 
2 

46 
49 

33 

D Diane Letourneau 4 53 33 
    

2nd Half LOW SCORES: 
 

LOW GROSS score for the SECOND HALF: Dandrea (39) 
 

LOW NET scores for THE SECOND HALF: 
 

Group Name Team Gross Score Net Score 

A Bob Wind 1 42 32 

B Mark Zingarelli 

Tom Powden 

5 

1 

47 

45 

33 

C Marc Coffland 
Adam Macksoud 

4 
2 

48 
49 

33 

D Bill Leblanc 
Diane Letourneau 

3 
4 

54 
53 

33 

 
Powden, Macksoud and Letourneau all join the ranks for low net this week. But with 
most of the 2nd half left to play, these names probably won’t stay on the leaderboard for 

much longer. 
 

Note: Subs are ineligible for prizes 
  

News 

 
The big news of the night was that we had several people with the same name and 

handicap playing this week. In fact there were 10 people named Noah on the golf 

course. Rumor has it that many people didn’t show up because they wanted to go on a 

field trip to tour a tugboat. And once on, they all were fighting each other for the 
opportunity to blow the horn, similar to a 6 year old who has a penchant for tooting the 

horn on a semi or pushing the siren button on a fire truck. Heard Harnois was ready to 
jump ship as well as he thought it was a party cruise but then decided to stay at GVCC 

once he found out he would be playing solo and would have to forfeit if he had left. 
C’mon people! Where’s the loyalty to the league? (And we all know… we need a bit more 

of that!). Hopefully we can field a full 72 people this week. If poor attendance keeps up 
we may have to consider going to less teams in the future.  

I am sure you all have heard the saying in sports that “The road to the 
championship goes through enter team name here.” Usually it is the best Team….. 

Patriots in Football, Warriors in Basketball, Penguins in Hockey, and probably the 
Dodgers or Houston this year in Baseball. But NOT in the NGL! In the NGL, apparently 

the Road to the Championship goes through Team 8! Seems anyone who plays them 
takes 48.5 points and moves into 1st place! Last week it was Team 7’S turn. It also 

didn’t hurt that Team 7 recruited Matt “Jordon Spieth” Bessette who claimed on the 1st 

tee that he usually shoots 55 or 56 for nine holes and then lit it up with a 43! Having 3 



Noah’s or Steamboat Willie’s on Team 8 also helped Team 7 out a bit. And once again 

where is Team 8’s Captain? He missed another week and apparently has totally bailed 
on his Team. Will it be Team 6’s turn this week when they face the failing Team 8? 

And speaking of loyalty, while so many others in the NGL display none, we have 
witnessed a most unselfish act by our reigning president. Knowing he will be unable to 

play for his team in September for the playoffs, he has recused himself as a regular in 
the league and will now only sub. This is the most tremendously selfless act of loyalty to 

a team that any NGL president has ever done in the history of the NUWC Golf League! 
Although the Team 4 Captain didn’t look at it this way as he was overheard at the 19th 

stating, “Had I known that David was going to recuse himself after he was put on my 
team, I would have lobbied to make sure he never got on my team.” But no worries for 

Dale. The Prez replaced himself with a ringer in Jay DeLeon. Rumor has it that Dave is 
now paying only $1 for a footlong sandwich and has gone on the Jared diet! 

Did anyone see the confrontation that was brewing on the 1st tee? Apparently 
Romeo was taunting Barbara on how he would kick her butt in a one on one match. This 

was going to be the biggest inter-gender match since Bobby Riggs took on Billie Jean 

King (or Andy Kaufman taking on any female wrestler!). They ended up taking this so 
serious that they refused to share a cart and each drove their own individual cart. It 

didn’t matter that Buster had been scrambling all afternoon to free up carts due to the 
high demand because of the heat! They were both honeybadgers – just didn’t give a 

s@*t! But just like the Riggs-King match of years ago, the woman prevailed easily 
smoking Romeo 11 to 7. Unfortunately, unlike the Oscar buzz that is surrounding the 

soon to be released Riggs-King movie, neither Barbara or Romeo will be receiving any 
awards. 

And I’m sure that many of you were glued to your TV set watching Jordon Spieth’s 
miraculous comeback at the Open Championship after a miserable 13th hole. But please 

don’t take any lessons away from what happened on the 13th hole. Spieth took 25 
minutes trying to figure out what his options were to recover from his terrible drive. 

Remember a) He is a pro b) He was playing in a major championship for beaucoup 
bucks c) He was more concerned about not collapsing like he did at the Masters and 

needed to get this right if he was to have a chance to win (while most of you are only 

ball hawking and worried about losing a $2 ball) d) You won’t shoot birdie, eagle, birdie, 
birdie like he did after this poor hole e) He isn’t in the NUWC Golf League and won’t be 

ripped in the bully for playing slow and f) He is Jordon Spieth and you’re not! We sent 
out pointers about potential lost balls (hit a provisional, etc.) to speed up play which 

won’t be repeated here. But please don’t imitate Jordon while you are out on the course 
no matter whether you have delusions of grandeur. 

And what the heck was that at the 19th? I wanted to drink a few beers and get a 
scoop on any interesting fodder for the bully but could barely hear anything because of 

the distraction! I had a hard time restraining myself from doing this!  
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt

=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-
1&pq=undefined&sc=8-

12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dgui
tar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-

us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c

5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-
12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=de

https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC


tail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WR

VORC 
I’m sorry. It just isn’t right! 

 

Notes: 
 

Captains should e-mail the handicapper, Pete Michno, no later than 1100 Wednesday to 
give their line-ups. However, I’m sure the handicapper would appreciate Captains 

providing the line-ups earlier if you have them set. 1100 on Wednesday should be the 
exception, not the rule. 

 
Captains should inform all retirees and non-NUWC members on their teams to use the 

website for all League information. 
 

Slow Play Watch: 
 

I wasn’t in the 19th when all of the later tee times came in so not sure if there were any 
delays. I had a tee time in the middle and came in just about at 2 ½ hours which really 

isn’t too bad. Although there was a slight disagreement on the 1st tee when a group was 
waiting for their fourth and could have been hitting their drives while they waited since 

the group ahead was already on the green. If you are ready, and it is your time to tee 
off, you shouldn’t be waiting for people to show up. Either let the next group tee off in 

your place and drop down a spot or tee off and let the straggler catch up to you. As a 
rule, you should try to be at the 1st tee (10th tee if we are playing the back – needed to 

add that for all the weekend lawyers in the league) at least 10 minutes prior to your 
scheduled tee time. Every minute saved counts and helps make it a shorter and more 

enjoyable round. Now I will get off my soapbox. 

 

Joke of the Week 

Beware What You Ask 

A wife and her husband are sitting around one evening, just talking, when the wife 

suddenly asks, "If I died, would you re-marry?" 

"I would," the husband answered. 

"You would?" the wife asked, a bit surprised. "Would you let her come into my house?" 

"I would." 

"Would she be cooking in my kitchen?" 

"She would!" 

"Would she be soaking in my bathtub?" 

"She would!" 

https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC
https://www2.bing.com/videos/search?q=guitar+scene+from+animal+house&mkt=en-us&httpsmsn=1&msnipt=2&refig=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=8-12&qs=n&sk=&cvid=e4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dguitar%2bscene%2bfrom%2banimal%2bhouse%26form%3dPRHP01%26mkt%3den-us%26httpsmsn%3d1%26msnipt%3d2%26refig%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dundefined%26sc%3d8-12%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3de4a27f9d5c514151b8a0584cc867c5bb&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=4349100E535D5DDBF70C4349100E535D5DDBF70C&FORM=WRVORC


"Would she be putting her clothes in my closet?" 

"She would!" 

Growing more exasperated, the wife continued asking: "Would she be driving my car?" 

"She would!" 

"Would she be sleeping in my bed?" 

"She would!" 

"Would she be using my golf clubs?" 

"Oh, no, definitely not." 

"Why not?" 

"She's left-handed." 

Quote of the Week 
 
"Education is important but golf is importanter” ~ Anonymous  

Golf Cartoon of the Week   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Great Picture of the Week  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 


